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A propositional logic is expressively complete if there is a linite set of connectives 
which detine all truth tables. Kamp (1968, Ph. D. thesis, University of California at 
Los Angeles), Stavi (1979, unpublished manuscript, Bar-Ran University, Ramat- 
Can, Israel), and Gabbay (1976, “Investigations in Modal and Tense Logics,” 
Reidel, Dordrecht) proved that all Tense Logics over linear time are expressively 
complete. Here, a constructive method is given to generate time structure whose 
tense logic is expressively complete from such given models. As a result examples of 
constructed nonlinear time models yielding functional completeness are also 
given. 11’ I987 Academic Press, lnc 
INTRODUCTION 
Tense logic is a modal logic where the relationship between the worlds of 
its model is an order relation. It is, however, interesting in itself since it 
offers a mechanism for reasoning about assertions that change with time. 
Lately there has been a rise in popularity of Tense Logic from two direc- 
tions. Linguists (e.g., Rohrer) use tense logic since there is an underlying 
time structure to human speech. Theoretical computer scientists (e.g., 
Pneuli, Lamport, and Nemeti) are considering tense logic for methods of 
proving program correctness. Tense logic seems especially valuable for 
handling concurrent systems. 
We address the issue of expressive completeness of connectives. An 
infinite number of connectives can be defined semantically. In the classical 
propositional calculus, for example, every truth table defines a connective. 
However, it is elementary that all such connectives can be expressed using 
a tinite number of connectives, 1 and A could be such a pair. The 
addition of a time structure adds tense connectives. Do we still have a tinite 
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set of expressively complete connectives? Gabbay (1981) showed that there 
is no expressive completeness over the general ordered model. It still 
remains useful to know over which structures there is expressive com- 
pleteness since for most uses time is not a general order but rather has 
more restrictive properties. Kamp (1968) proved that over a linear, 
Dedekind-complete structure there is expressive completeness. Stavi (1979) 
showed that holds true for linear structures with gaps, such as the 
rationals. While expressive completeness was thus shown over linear 
models, nothing was known about nonlinear time models. For practical 
purposes it is important to know the expressive power of connectives over 
nonlinear time since the models for parallelism and nondeterminism are 
nonlinear. Choosing a more expressively powerful set of connectives can 
thus yield a stronger proof system. 
This paper shows that expressive completeness is preserved in a 
lexicographic product of expressively complete Time Models. This method 
is then used to construct some nonlinear models over which there is 
expressive completeness. One of them is a time model that diverges into 
parallel streams which then reconverges. See Example 16, 
TENSE LOGIC-SYNTAX OF WFF AND SEMANTICS 
Consider a propositional calculus delined in the normal way, where 
atomic propositions, henceforth called atoms, are denoted by small letters 
such as p, q, r ,..,, and connectives denoted by combinations of capital let- 
ters such as U, S, NR, etc. The usual classical connectives are denoted by 
1, A, v, -+. Detine wff in the usual manner. A temporal wff is thus very 
similar to a classical propositional wff. An example would be 
FPP -+ (J’P v P v FP) 
which may be read as “If it is true in the future that p is true in the past 
then either p is true in the past or p is true now or p will be true in some 
future time.” Our connectives are thus syntactical entities completely 
divorced from their interpretation; the choice of time model and the 
interpretation of connectives is left entirely to the semantics. Unlike 
Halpern and Vardi (1986), we do not syntactically distinguish between 
path-formulas and point-formulas in nonlinear models because that too 
can be done in the semantics. We feel it is more elegant to eradicate all 
semantical traces from the syntax. The concept of “truth tables,” which we 
introduce, is a flexible tool for semantic interpretation of temporal connec- 
tives. 
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The semantics of a tense logic is defmed as follows: 
DEFINITION 1. Let (T, <, = ) be a partially ordered structure where T 
is nonempty, < is a transitive relation on T and = is the equality. Call 
(T, -c, = ) a ji’ow of time or a time model, call the elements of T moments 
of time T, and say that a moment t is earlier (Zater) than a moment s if 
t < s (s < t). Let ,S(T) be the set of subsets of T and p the set of atoms. A 
function /r: p -+ s(T) is called a truth function or assignment. An atom p is 
true at a moment t under h if t G h(p). In symbols it is written as 11 p 11: = 1. 
t is called the evaluation point. 
If t $ h(p) then p is false at a moment t under h, or 11 p 11: = 0. The 
behaviour of the connectives A and 1 is determined by the required 
conditions 
llv * till;= 1 X llvllf= lltillf=l 
Ill dlf=l iff llql[t=O. 
ince v and + can be delined using A and 1, their truth values are 
delined accordingly. 
EXAMPLE 2. Actually, the classical propositional calculus is a special 
case of tense logic. Take T = { 1 } where < is irreflexive. Obviously, there is 
no s~ T such that s < 1 or 1 < 3. This time flow consists of one moment 
only and there is only the “present” tense. The range of the truth functions 
k l.4, {I)} or {F, T} or {O, I} as is convenient to denote. Thus the truth 
function assigns a single truth value T or F to any atom and this is the 
detinition of a truth function in the classical propositional calculus. 
Evaluating the truth of a boolean formula at moment of time t requires 
knowledge of the atoms’ truth values at point t. Tense connectives may 
require knowledge about other points in time. To know the current value 
(at moment t) of “Future p”, one needs to know that the value of p is true 
at some point s in the future of t. Semantically, this future point s is bound 
to current point t by some time relation (we may describe it semi-formally 
as 3 s ((.r > t) A (11 p 11: = 1)). Caution: this semi-formal expression is not a 
wff in any system we use, but it helps illustrate the issues of “truth tables” 
which we will deline later). 
Two approaches for the semantics of temporal connectives are possible. 
One is allowing only one free time variable per formula, intuitively, the 
“current” moment. All other time points will be related to the “current 
point” and thus bound variables in the formula describing the connective. 
The approach we take allows connectives to have several free time points, 
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called reference @zk (This approach seems more powerful but it is an 
open question whether this is indeed the case.) For example, consider a 
truth connective # such that 11 #(p, q) i[f,S = 1 ( # (p, q) is true at 
evaluation point t with reference point s under assignent A) if atom p is true 
at moment t and atom q is true at moment 3. In systems having connectives 
with more than one free evaluation point the truth value of all connectives 
is defined using the maximum number of points necessary. This is not a 
constraint and does not change the defmition of connectives with less 
evaluation points since additional moments are ignored. For example, 
II P ” q II :,r ,...., rm-, = 1 zf II LJ ll$ ,,..., rmm, = 1 m II q Ilk. ,,..., rm-, = 1 
iff tEA(p tElz(q). 
The notion of assignment is similarly extended to more than one moment 
with 
For convenience sake we will not distinguish henceforth between A’ and A. 
In the propositional calculus, connectives could be detined by the use of 
truth tables. We shall now define this concept in propositional tense logic. 
DEFINITION 3. Let L be the full predicate logic over (T, C, = ), and 
let Pi, i = l,..., n, be symbols for m-place predicates over T. Let t+b(t, 
x , ,..., X m-,, <, =,p ,,... , Pn) be a wff with the variables t, x, ,..., x,,~, free. 
$ is called an n-place m-dimensional table over T. Let # be an n-place con- 
nective on tense logic formulas and $ #(t, X, ,..., .x~ - , , C, =, P, ,..., PM) be 
an n-place m-dimensional table. ,+h# can be used as a table defining # as 
where Wd = Us7 Y~~...~ L- l 1 I II v II:,.,, .... !+, = 11. 
Note that for atomic p, 11 JJ [ltJ,,,,,,Fmm, = 1 iff t e /z(p). In particular, an 
n-place l-dimensional table over T is a table $(t, C, =, P, ,..., Pn) where 
Pj G T, i = l,..., n. 
EXAMPLE 2a. As a continuation of Example 2 it can be seen that the 
propositional calculus definition of a truth table is a special case of the 
tense logic delinition. Every table is i-dimensional since there is only one 
moment, thus the predicates can only be 0 or 1 and this settles the truth 
value of the connective. 
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4. Two interesting time connectives are Past (P) and Future (F). 
They can be detined as 
II b IIf = 1 iff I.s<I(~~~j~~=l) 
llW~=~ iff Zl~>?(~[~lj~= 1). 
Had the exact definition been followed, the above would have been 
l+bp = 3 s < P(s) 
l)~=3s>~F(s) 
and then 
II b II? = 1 iff $A4 4~1) 
llFvll:= 1 iff GA4 MqJh 
For convenience sake truth tables will henceforth be written in the looser 
way, as used in this example, rather than stringently follow the defined 
form. 
Let us denote connectives by # and their respective tables by $ #. If a 
set C= { (#, $#)} is given, for any wff A(p, ,..., P,~), where pi, i= l,..., K 
are the atoms appearing in A and the connectives used by ,4 are all in C, 
he truth due d IINP,~...~ P,,)II~~ ,,..., ym,m, can be evaluated. Moreover, it is 
easily shown by induction on the complexity of A that a table tiA(f, x,,..., 
x ~, - , , <, =, Z’, ,..., Z’,z) exists in L such that for all I?, t, .K, ,..., x,,~ , 
II AtPI T”.? P,!) IIL ,,..., rmm, = 1 
iff CT, <, = > I= $,JG xl,..., x,,, ,, <, =, 4p,L NpnJh 
where m is the maximum dimension of any $ #. The question is if the con- 
verse is also true. Is there a finite set of connectives with which for any 
given table $A a corresponding wff A can be built? 
EXPRESSIVE COMPLETENESS 
DEFINITION 5. (a) Let there be given an m-dimensional tense system 
with connectives #, and tables I/I,. We say that the system is expressively 
complete (functionallJ3 complete) in m-dimensions iff for any $( t, 
x , ,..., .xm - , , QI ,..., Qk) of the language L there exists a wff B(qj, # ,) built 
from the atoms q,,..., qk and the tense connectives such that for any It, t, 
x, ,..., x,,, ~ , we have 
In other words for any $ there exists a B such that $ = +B. 
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(b) The m-dimensional tense system is said to be expressively com- 
plefe in one dimension iff for any $(l, Qi) of L with only t free there exists a 
B of the language such that 
i,e., for any $(t, Q,) there exists a B(q,) such that for any 15, t, 
II B II :,...,, = 1 8 CT, <, = ) k titt, A( 
For simpler terminology we use the following conventions: 
(c) A flow of time (T, C, = ) is said to be expressiuely complete (or 
equivalently functionally complete) in m-dimensions iff there exists a finite 
set of m-dimensional connectives which is expressively complete in 
m-dimensions. 
(d) (T, <, = ) is said to be expressively (jiinctionally) complete if it 
is functionally complete in some dimension m. 
DEFINITION 6. Let (T, C, = ) be a flow of time and consider the 
monadic language of T with &, monadic predicates. We say that T has 
H-dimension m (Henkin Dimension, following Henkin, 1967) if the foliow- 
ing two conditions hold: 
(i) Let $(x1 ,..., .x~, P ,,..., P,,) be a wff of L where X, ,..., ,x~ are the 
free variables and P,,..., P,, are the monadic predicates of $ (with k, n 
arbitrary). Then there exists a $‘(xI ,..., .x~, P, ,..., P,,) logically equivalent to 
$ which uses no more than m different bound variable letters. 
(ii) m is the smallest number satisfying (i). 
EXAMPLE 7. To say that there are at least 3 different elements one 
usually needs 3 letters namely 
Over linear time one can manage with 2 letters, 3 ~(3 y(x< y) A 
3 y( y c x)). Gabbay (1981) showed 
THEOREM 8. If (T, C, = ) is expressively complete in one dimension 
then it has a finite H-dimension. 
It is an open question whether the converse is also true. However, in the 
case of multidimensional expressive completeness fmite H-dimension is a 
necessary and sufficient condition. The following theorem is also due to 
Gabbay (1981). 
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THEOREM 9. Let (T, C, = ) be a ji’ow of time then the two following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (T, C, = ) has a finite H-dimension. 
(ii) (T, <, = ) is functionally complete. 
THE LEXICOGRAPHIC PRODUCT THEOREM 
We want to investigate how flows of time can be placed together in a 
way that if the pieces have finite H-dimensions less than m, then the 
resulting flow also has finite H-dimension. The lexicographic product 
theorem gives some sufficient conditions for such a result. This information 
is important since it was seen in the previous section that for a given flow 
of time the notions of finite H-dimension and expressive completeness are 
equivalent. 
DEFINITION 10. Let (R, C, = ) be a flow of time. We say that 
(R, < , = ) is a definable lexicographic product of (B,, c t, = ), t E T, if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) (T, < T, = ) and (B,, < ,, = ) are flows of time. 
(ii) R=U,GT B,; t#.s++B,nBS=O. 
(iii) For x, y E R, let t(x), t(y) be the unique elements of T such that 
x~B,~~~andy~B,~~,~,thenx<yifft(x)<=t(y)or(t(x)=t(y)~x<,~~,y). 
(iv) The relation on (R, C, = ) saying 
x=y !$3 tET(xEB, A ZEBU) 
is definable in (R, C, = ) using quantifiers over elements of R. 
(R, C, = ) is uniquely generated zyall (B,, c ,, = ), t E T, are isomorphic. 
R can be intuitively viewed as detined by replacing all points in a given 
time model T by the model B. The order relation between two points in dif- 
ferent B’s is the same as between the original points in T which the B’s 
replaced (see, e.g., Fig. 1). Note that if x G y then x c y is the same as 
XC t y for the suitable r, otherwise x < y is the same as x < T y. 
Let X be a finite set of elements from R. Then the elements of X are 
divided by the relation 5 into a finite set of equivalence classes. This can 
be expressed using atoms x E y and x & y. Any wff rc(X) giving the 
complete information about the equivalence classes X, and their C, = 
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FIG. 1. A uniquely generated lexicographic product 
order is called a purtition. The classes can also be written as X= 
2-1 ux* u ... u Xk; Xi are nonempty and disjoint. 
Let 7ci(Xi) = A x E y, let ~~(1, ,..., lk) = A l; g f,> 
r, ,‘E x, i# j.1 <i, j<k 
and let x*(l,=a(l,,..., rk) A /j ni(Xj). 
!=I 
Then n*(f,/x, ,..., lk/xk) fully describes the division into classes provided 
xj E Xi and ri/xi indicates substitution of xi for lj. 
Note that the choice of xi E Xi from each class is arbitrary. If it suits us 
we can choose another representative of the class and rewrite 7~~ 
accordingly. We will always denote by xi the representative chosen at the 
moment. 
Consider now the monadic predicate language of (R, <, =, E ), and a 
set of elements X with E equivalence classes X, ,..., Xk. Let yz(tl ,..., I~) be a 
maximal T-consistent conjunction of atomic formulas of the form ri < fj 
and their negations, and di(Xi) a maximal B-consistent conjuction of 
atomic formulas of the form x = y, x < y and their negations, for x, y E X,. 
Note that if Xi contains only one element then 6: can be taken as a 
tautology since there is nothing meaningful to say. 
To sum up, the information about a partition is embodied in the 
formula: 
where 7~~ gives full E information about fi and xi, Y,~ gives full information 
about the < T order of zi in T, 6: gives full information about the < ,, order 
of the elements of Xi in B,,, and n(l,/x, ,..., tk/xk) gives the full partition 
information. 
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DEFINITION 11. (a) Let q be a wff in the predicate language of order -C 
and equality =. Let # be a new symbol for a binary relation. Define a new 
WffCp# as follows: 
(i) CP# = de’ q for fj9 atomic. 
(ii) (q A $)# =defq# A $#, (1 q)# =def l(q#) and similarly 
for +, v. 
(iii) I3 -vk Ye,..., YJI’ = de’ !I x[Ayc 1 (x#yi) /Y q#(-xy .Vl?..., 
JJ~)], where x, yi are all the free variables of CP. 
(iv) Similarly, [V xq(x, -v ,,..., ~~~)l’=defvx[(~j(~~#~i)~~#l~ 
where x, y! are all the free variables of q. 
(b) Using this notion define CP Z and q’ for E the equivalence 
relation defined earlier. 
DEFINITION 12. A formula r++(X) with free variables X in the monadic 
predicate language of (R, -c, = , E ) is called a mixed wff if it is obtained 
from a partition n(X) and wffs CY(~, ,..., rk), qj(Xi) and b,(l) in the following 
way: 
(a) n partitions Xinto X=X1 uX1 u ... uXk. 
PI dt, ,..., lk, Q, >..., Qm) is a wff in the monadic predicate language 
of (T, C, = ), with f, ,,.., tk the free variables of CC, Q, unary predicates and 
k the same as in (a). 
(c) qi(X,), i = l,..., k and pi(l), j= l,..., m, are wffs in the monadic 
predicate language of (B{,, -C ,,, = ) with free variables Xl in vi and r in flj. 
(d) Let CC’, qiG, fljE, i = l,..., k and j= l,..., m, be obtained by the 
relativization as detined in Definition 11. 
te) L2t $dl, ,..., tk) be obtained by substituting in II* each atomic 
subformula of the form Qj(u) by the wff pjE(u). Let tj*(f,,..., tk, 
m = /j;= 1 VAX,) * $0. 
(f) Let xi E Xi be any choice of representative and let 
*n = 74t,lx, >..., tk/xk) ,‘, $*tf,/-~,,-, lkjxk, x). 
We say that t+b is a mixedformulu if it has the form $Z(X). 
Remark 13. Note that in the detinition of I/I~ any two choices of 
representatives xi E Xi and yi E Xi will give equivalent formulas in R, i.e., 
<R <, zz ) I= $*(fL/XL) w b!‘*(fi/Yi). 
This fact is important and will be used later. 
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Intuitively, a mixed formula has a syntactical separation between the 
variables of different order structures, with rt giving the order and = infor- 
mation about the variables and 
having the following meaning: 
pi tells the story of variables Xi within B,,. CX’ relates representatives of 
different submodels. If there is only one free variable in a certain submodel, 
the story of that submodel is told by an appropriate /? within oz. 
Our strategy is to show that every formula in R can be translated to an 
equivalent mixed formula, then use the fact that a mixed formula has syn- 
tactically separate parts for T and B, to write each part using only a bound 
number of bound variable letters. This can be done if each of the T, B, has 
a finite H-dimension. 
FIGURE 2 
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LEMMA 14. Any wff $ of the monadic predicate language of a uniquely 
generated lexicographic product (R, <, = ) is equivalent to a finite dis- 
junction v ~ $X of mixed formulas. 
ProojI We shall show that quantifier-free $ is equivalent to a dis- 
junction v = t,GX and that disjunctions of mixed formulas are closed under 
1, v,andI. 
(a) First, let $(x ,,..., x,,,) be a quantifier-free wff with (free) variables 
A’= {x1 ,..., x,,,]. Write I+II in a disjunctive normal form. $ can be written as 
v i$i where each 1,9~ is a maximal (R, C, =, = )-consistent conjunction 
of atomic formulas XC y, x = y, x = y, Q(x) and their negations. Each tii 
defines a partition of = equivalence classes Xi,..., PA,. For simplicity of 
notation we drop the i index from the Jfj, from the ni, and from the pi, c++, 
and ~3; which will be introduced later. 
FIGURE 3 
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Choose any xj E Xj and introduce new variables T= {ll,..., tn}. Let 
$i(Xu T) be tii with the following changes: 
Add the conjunct //F=, (xj E rj) and replace every atomic formula A(Xi) 
by A A ,4(rj). Let 
$;‘Cxu V=P(U * v~G”,J * ... * v,Onh 
where p(T) consists of all the conjuncts of $: involving only variables in T 
and qj(Xj) consists of all the conjuncts of $: involving only variables in Xj. 
Clearly 
(R, <, =, =) t= +;(A-uT)++;(XuT). 
We claim that 
FIGURE 4 
643’72;l-6 
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For example, a conjunct x < y in I,$,! will not appear in $;’ if x E Xj, ye Xk, 
and j # k. However, under the theory of R, x < y is implied by x = tj, 
rj < tk, fk = y which do appear in $:. It is clear that 
P(T) = n*tu * Y7zCTJ 
dnCxjl is the conjunction of all atoms x < JJ in qj. 
Thus $;‘(X, l,/x ,,..., ln/xn) is a mixed formula. 
(b) Clearly the class of v ~ $n is closed under v . 
(c) For closure under negation, assume v ~ $z is given, where rr 
ranges over some set A of partitions of X including all possible noncon- 
tradictory orderings JJ~, 6;. The follo wing chain of equivalences holds: 
Since for rc # rc’ we have (R, <, =, = ) k 1 (rc A 7~‘) then 
(R, <, =, =) k (lrr’~ (rc~p))*(rc~p) 
for 71 # rc’ and any wff p. By distribution and the above-mentioned fact we 
get that 
Since (R, <, =, = ) + AzG A rc ++ zuz4f&gy, the above formula is 
equivalent to 
Each disjunct in the above expression is a mixed formula, so we have 
proved closure under negation. Note that the finiteness of the disjunction 
V ~ .+ A rr is a result of the fact that R is uniquely generated. 
(d) Now prove closure under quantilication. Consider the case of 
3 .y$JX), ye X. It may be assumed that y~ Xk and that $,JX) was 
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obtained from rc( ?, ,..., lk) A $.+(l, ,..., fJ by substituting representatives xj 
from each partition subset Xi in place of tj. Since any choice of xi E Xi gives 
an equivalent wff, we will not choose y as a representative unless there is 
no alternative, namely Xk = {y }. 
We now proceed to show that 3 JJI,,+~ has the form rjx. for a partition rc’ 
of x- {y}. 
(i) Assume Xk = { ~1, i.e., replaces tk. Let rc’ be the partition 
x-{y}=X, u ... uxkpl. vktxkl k really vkbl. Let ~m+~~~k~=~k~~k~ 
and let 
@‘(I, >..., tk-l)=3 tk[&,+l(tk) ,‘, httk, tl>-.? tkL,) * ttl?-, tk)], 
where y,, is the part of yz which talks about tk (says how tk is C, = related 
to t, ,..., tkA ,). Note that these relationships do not change with choice of 
FIGURE 5 
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representatives. Q,,, + , is a new atomic symbol. flm+ ,(lk) will be substituted 
for Qm+ ,(fk). Since Xk = {y}, ~3: is a tautology and can be dropped. 
Let us check tiXz for this new partition. By detinition, 
Again by detinition $A( t, ,..., tk ~ , ) is the result of substituting fliE (u) for 
Qj(u) in a’* and so we get 
Let rc’ be rt after the removal of its tk parts (which moved to LX’). $k is 
k-l 
n’( f, /x, ,..., tk ~ , /xkL,) ,I /j qibi) /, b&df,/x,m tk-,/xkp,). 
r=l 
Recalling that y substituted tk but now is a bound variable we see that this 
new mixed formula is equivalent to 3 ytiE. 
(ii) Now check the case y E Xk and Xk - { y } # 4. Assume y is not a 
representative. The partition X’ is X- { y } = X, u u xk - { y }. Take 
where ~~.& Y, xk - { Y } 1 is all conjuncts of 6: that have y in them. The rest 
of dk(xk) (which tells how the Xk - {y} are ordered) will be 8:(Xk - {y}). 
We thus get 
which is a mixed formula equivalent to 1 Y$~. This completes the case of 
3 y and the lemma is proven. 1 
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THEOREM 15. Let (R, C, =), (T, -C T, =), and (B,, c ,, = ), JET, 
be flows of time such that the following hold 
(al CR <, =) is uniquely generated by a lexicographic product of 
0’7 -c T, =) and (Br, -c,, =). 
(b) The relation E of definition 10 is definable as a wff of 
(R, C, =) using <, = and not more than k bound variable letters. 
(c) The H-dimension of (T, < F, = ) is a finite number m. 
(d) The H-dimension of (B*, < ,, = ) is afinite nr. 
Then the H-dimension of (R, <, = ) is finite and at most max(m, k, n). 
Proof By Lemma 14 any wff $(A’) of monadic (R, C, = ) is 
equivalent to Vz $*, for mixed formulas t,kz. Written explicitly, 
pj is in the language of (B,, -c,, = ) for some t. a is in the language of 
CT, -c ,-, = ) and flj(t) is in the language of (Br, -C ,, = ). To express each 
of the above sentences no more than maxtm, k, n) variable letters are 
needed. Since /I,?(u) replaces an atom Qj(u) in a(t, ,..., tk ,..., Qi ,,,.) the 
bound variables used for expressing fijC (u) can be used again in rewriting a 
or in another fliE (II). Since the bound variables of = reappear in atoms of 
a, fij, or vi in the form u E v or 1 (u E a), they can again be used in other 
parts of the wff. Thus the number of bound variables needed is the 
maximum needed for a, b, or vi. 1 
The following theorem use Lemma 14 for a constructive proof that 
actually enables a description of the new set of expressively complete con- 
nectives based on the given sets. 
THEOREM 16. Let (R, <, = ) be a uniquely generated lexicographic 
product of (T, -C =, = ) and (B,, cl, =) for teT. Let = be the relation 
defined in Definition 10. Assume the existence of expressively complete con- 
nectives { # f}, i= l,..., nB over (B, < B, = ) and { #,T}, j= l,..., nT over 
CT, -=c T, = ). Let {vi} be the tables of # f and { aj} be the tables for #,? 
Then the following set of connectives CR is expressively complete over 
(R, <, =): 
where #FE has the table vi= and #,T’ has tabIe a,‘. 
Proof Let $(t) be any table of (R, C, = ) with one free variable t. By 
Lemma 14 t)(t) can be equivalently written as CP S (t) A as(t, p,?), where 
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q, fij are in the language of (Br, < ,, = ) and cz( f, Q,,) in the language of 
CT, -c T, = ). Let B’(q) and 13’(jj) be tense logical wffs with tables q and 
fij respectively in ( Bf, < t, = ). Let A’(U) be a tense logical wff with table a 
over model (T, < =, = ). Let II(q), B(pj), and A(M) be the tense logical 
wffs obtained from B’(q), P(pj), A’(a), respectively, by replacing # F, #J?, 
the connectives of CB u CT, by the corresponding connectives of CR, # F =, 
and #,T*, respectively. We claim that for any t, 
til II B(q) I, A(~N~tflil) llt = 1 Zf CR, <, = ) I= $tt). 
In other words R($)=B(q) A ,4(r~)(B(fi,~)) is a tense logic wff over 
(R, <, = ) with table $. This is easily proven by noting that the following 
hold: 
(ii) (a) llWqIll~= 1 iff CR, <, =,h) k qsCfI, 
(b) j\A(~)\jf= 1 iff (R, <, =, /I) + u*(r). 
Prove (ii) by induction on the number of connectives in the wff. Observe 
that for wffs with only one connective #f or #T with tables vi or r~,, 
CR, <, =,h) t= vF(t) iff <B,, ct, =, h\Bt) I= Vi(t) 
CR, <, =, h) I= vi=(t) iff I[ #fS ]I:= 1 
04, <,, =, A\&) I= vi(t) iff 11 #~~l~\u~= 1 
and hence I\ # f I\ $\Br = I\ # FG \I!. A similar consideration holds for the case 
of #,T and ct, and for the induction step, since both relativisations q S and 
LX’ commute with substitution of wff for atoms. 1 
EXAMPLES 17. Since the integers Z are expressively complete and since 
every tinite structure is expressively complete, we can conclude that all 
following flows of time (R, C, = ) are also expressively complete. In most 
cases there exists a wff Z(t) of (R, C, = ) using only -c, = and the quan- 
tifiers, which delines the integers as a subset of R. In the terminology of the 
previous theorem, Z(r) defines (T, < T, = ). In all following examples it is 
easy to find wffs B(t, x) defining x E Br. In all examples E is easily 
delinable. 
(0) The flow (R, <, =) where R=ZxZ and -C is the 
lexicographical ordering. This is, in effect, a nonstandard linear flow. Take 
x= y iff (x= y) v (X-C JJ A P(x, y)) v (~=cx A /3(-v, x)), where 
/3(X, y) Efv Z(X <Z A v 24, U(X < U < V A S(U, V) + U <Z) + JJ < Z) 
and 
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Note that (Z x Z, C, = ) is expressively complete but has gaps in it! 
(1) Take the flow of time (T, C, =,) to be 
Let B.Y = BY = {O, -1, -2, -3 ,... } then we get the flow 
s is clearly easy to define. 
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